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1. duties
Sentence: Cooking dinner is one of my duties at home.
Definition: responsibilities, things that should be done

2. earlier
Sentence: I arrived earlier rather than later.
Definition: sooner than

3. loveliest
Sentence: The loveliest gifts are often handmade ones.
Definition: the most adored, most beautiful or delightful

4. denied
Sentence: He denied making a mess, but I admitted it.
Definition: refused a request; declared something untrue

5. ferries
Sentence: The ferries carry our cars across the lake.
Definition: boats for transporting across a body of water

6. sunnier
Sentence: It's hotter and sunnier in the desert!
Definition: more bright with daylight

7. terrified
Sentence: The thunder terrified the little boy.
Definition: frightened greatly

8. abilities
Sentence: My reading abilities let me read my books.
Definition: qualities or skills necessary to do something

9. dirtier



Sentence: My shoes were dirtier before I washed them.
Definition: less clean than something else

10. scariest
Sentence: The scariest roller coaster was too frightening to ride.
Definition: the most frightening

11. trophies
Sentence: Medals, trophies, and awards filled the case.
Definition: prizes or statues awarded for an accomplishment

12. cozier
Sentence: I am cozier with a blanket than without one.
Definition: more comfortable, warmer

13. enemies
Sentence: Enemies are on opposing sides in a war.
Definition: people who are actively opposed to another

14. iciest
Sentence: Freezing rain made for the iciest winter ever.
Definition: the most bitterly cold or covered with ice

15. greediest
Sentence: The greediest eater ate more than anyone else.
Definition: desiring excessively more than anyone

16. drowsier
Sentence: The longer I stayed awake the drowsier I got.
Definition: sleepier or more fatigued

17. victories
Sentence: We had ten victories and only one defeat.
Definition: contests or battles won

18. horrified
Sentence: I was horrified by the scary looking bug.
Definition: stricken with intense fear



19. memories
Sentence: She has many happy memories of her childhood.
Definition: things remembered from the past

20. strategies
Sentence: Business strategies include marketing plans.
Definition: crafted plans or thoughtful ideas

21. unified
Sentence: We were all unified together in agreement.
Definition: made or were together as one

22. dictionaries
Sentence: Dictionaries are used for defining words.
Definition: books filled with definitions of words

23. boundaries
Sentence: A fence marks my yard's boundaries.
Definition: marked or known borders or limits

24. satisfied
Sentence: My mom is happy and satisfied with my grades.
Definition: to be happy or fulfilled

25. tragedies
Sentence: We all grieved over recent tragedies.
Definition: unfortunate and sad circumstances or events
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